
GERUND VS. INFINITIVE

VERBS                                    VERBS                                  SAME MEANING                    VERBS                                   MIT "TO"

enjoy, can't help,                      forgive for,                              begin, start, intend,                 offer, decide, hope,               want, ask, help,beg,
delay, fancy, consider,             warn against, object to,          combine, bother, hate,            deserve, attempt, plan,          would like, expect,
admit, miss, involve, deny,       (dis-)agree on,                       love (±), can’t bear,                 promise, agree, aim,             mean (=intend), 
finish, postpone, imagine,        look forward to,                      continue,                                 afford, manage, fail,               would prefer, tell,
avoid, risk, practise, put off,     apologize for,                                                                         threaten, refuse, arrange,      would hate, remind,
give up, cancel, keep on,         insist on, think of,                                                                  claim, pretend                        enable, teach, order,
go (on), come, suggest            (dis)approve of,                                                                     dare / need: (beide auch        warn (sb not to do sth)
(also: that sb [should] do),       congratulate on,                                                                     ohne "to": we needn't go,      invite, persuade, need
prevent from, stop (from)         talk about, dream of,                                                              I daren't ask him)
accuse of, suspect of,             
succeed in, feel like, aim at,
need cleaning = need to
be cleaned

EXPRESSIONS                       EXPRESSIONS                     DIFFERENT MEANING          EXPRESSIONS                     OHNE "TO"
                                                                                               OR STRUCTURE

how about, it's no use,             be interested in,                     advise doing                           where to, how to, who to,       make, let, help
instead of, because of, for,      be fed up with,                       advise sb to do:                      when to, why to, 
in spite of, despite, by,             be/get used to,                       recommend, encourage,         which to, whether to,
before, after, without, *)           be sorry for, be afraid of,        allow, permit, forbid.                be afraid to, be sorry to,
it's a waste of time /money      be surprised at,                                                                      be interested to (hear), 
to have difficulty,                      delight / be delighted in          need, try, remember,              be surprised to (see),
to spend time, be worth           can’t stand, don’t mind           forget, regret, go on, stop,      be delighted to,
good at,                                    it's no good, there is no          like, hate
                                                point in, what's the point        [see separate sheet!]
*) first four lines: possible        of / in?
with object: by his coming

(PREP. +) -ING FORM            VERB/EXPRESSION            -ING OR INFINITIVE             INFINITIVE                            VERB + OBJ + INF.
                                                + PREP. (+ OBJ) + ING


